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The Eternal speaks 
  
To Volodymyr Zelenskyj and all his vermin 
  
So Volodymyr 
 

There is something greater present than you, it´s greater than you could ever be! And if only one person in the 
boundless sky and on the timeless earth recognizes me, this already means your irreversible downfall. And this also 
applies to all vermin that eat your shit! 
 

Your appearance in the so-called "International Criminal Court" in The Hague, this misstep testifies to the international 
community of all peoples and nations that you are playing God. And no evil in heaven and on earth is more malevolent, 
more abysmal and more apocalyptic, then that "man", who is playing God. 
 

You, Volodymyr, can do nothing against the Enlightenment. It expands hour by hour in the same way that darkness 

gives way to the light and fog of the sun. YES, my word is holy and like the light of the sun, which reaches more 

people every day than you can arm! 
 

Yes, Volodymyr, your ride to The Hague is the ultimate and undeniable admission that Europe has not only hopelessly 

succumbed to that satanic Semitism plague, yes, to Jewish terror-fascism, but that the Western Alliance is dominated, 

controlled and steered by it. And that admission, Volodymyr, it also reveals the closed rotting of Europe's political elite, 

wallowing in your shadow as a salivating vermin, eating your shit. Yes, you miserable one, only vermin sticks to your 

heels and feeds from your jauchy trail. And your common worth and purpose is only the stench of your satanic loyalty!  
 

I ask you 
 

Can you also bring back all the fallen like you plan to do with the prisoners? 
 

Joe Biden is not the answer. Check him out! Look closely and see that he cannot even solve America's problems. In 
"his" country more citizens are dying of drugs than in your murderous battle. YES, America's infirmity reflects Biden's 
internal rot. In fact, it is just the moldy legacy of all its predecessors, i.e. their overburden, sputum, sewage sludge, 
scum, building rubble, bankruptcy assets, i.e. the inventory of the failure of the USA. Joe Biden gives you nothing of 
value, only shares his hatred with you, and lends you money and guns. YES, even the weapons are only on loan, 
because none of what he grants you, none of this is free! He abuses you to survive and yet he has already failed in 
Afghanistan, and not only there. He will not win the next election, just like you are not a winner! Joe Biden confuses 
cunning with wisdom, treachery with kindness, bullying with character, and wickedness with humility. He even believes 
that one sunglasses make him sovereign! And yet he only guards the excrement of his predecessors. 
 

This also applies to Charles in England, who had himself crowned king. Ask him if anything has changed as a result, if 
he knows the answer today, if he is more than yesterday, if the crown gives him sovereignty like Joe Biden's sunglasses. 
No, it's not like that. Today he's even more of a clown than yesterday, because he doesn't achieve more with the 
crown than with the most expensive perfume. His mother knew why she didn't adorn herself and England with him. 
Even in the coffin, she embodies more than he could ever achieve as king. He should have renounced the coronation, 
and then he would have truly represented more than all the crowned heads of the "British Empire" before and together. 
So Charles: Checkmate! 
 

Olaf Scholz should stay in Africa. Forever! 
 
I'm telling to all you 
 

You all are not the answer and you never will be! Not yesterday, not today, not tomorrow. You are truly and jointly 
responsible for the global calamity, and conjure up the most devastating Armageddon imaginable! 
 
Verily 
 

I am. And my word is holy and valid 
 

I Am 
The Risen, Nameless, Unnamable, Holistic and Indiscriminate 
Anti-Semite, Anti-Christ and Anti-capitalist, so Anti-fascist 
Gerhard olinczuk treustedt 
Gallin, May 07, 2023 
 


